.
295
On the other hand, values of SOA burden agree between WACCM6 and WACCM6-SOAG 296 for present day at around 1.05 Tg for all the configuration (Table 4 , and Figure 1 ). Re-297 sulting trends in SOA burden between PI conditions and present day are therefore dif-298 ferent in the two configurations leading to a 20% increase in SOA for WACCM6 and WACCM6-
299
VBSext and less than 10% increase for WACCM6-SOAG and other experiments using 300 the simplified SOA schemes. The two schemes are therefore expected to result in a dif-301 ferent response to changes in climate.
302
Differences in aerosol burden, deposition, SOA formation, and lifetime (Tables 3 310 and 4) between these different approaches arise from the very different way SOAG for-311 mation is described in both approaches, considerations of SOAG removal through dry 312 and wet deposition, and the considered glyoxal uptake. For the simplified SOA scheme,
313
SOAG is emitted at the surface and will go through gas-to-aerosol partitioning imme-314 diately, while for the VBS approach, SOAG is formed from precursor emissions while re-315 acting with OH, O 3 and NO 3 , resulting in changes in the temporal and spatial aerosol 316 distributions. In particular, larger SOA mass mixing ratio in the upper tropical tropo- - 
O 9 3 4 @ : * Figure 9 . As Figure 12 , but for ATom2 instead.
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Comparisons of WACCM6 and WACCM6-SOAG to aircraft observations from the 
